
senior director 
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your company



situation situation

situation situation

they were
sexually assaulted

last year

they jump when
they hear loud
noises at work

they have PTSD they have anxiety



situation situation

situation situation

they get nervous
when strangers

are nearby

they have trouble
planning ahead

one of their co-workers
often makes sexual jokes

that are distressing

they are going
through a divorce



situation

they are having
financial struggles

response

response

response

they take two
fifteen minute breaks

instead of one
thirty minute break

they are given
five extra days
of PTO a year

they are given
thirty extra minutes
of break time a day



response

responseresponse

response

no one who is
not an employee

is allowed in the area
around where they work

they are allowed to take
an hour for therapy

each week without it
affecting their pay

they are given a
private office

signs are put up in the area
around their workstation

asking others to avoid
loud noises



response

responseresponse

response

there is a safe room
staff can use at any time

if they need a private space

they are required
to go to therapy

to address the concern

all employees do not
have to come to work

on their birthday

the organization starts
a monthly potluck
for all employees



response

responseresponse

response

a mentorship program
is started between

newer and more senior
employees

all employees are
required to take ongoing

emotional intelligence training

employees can speak
to the CEO at any time

 they are encouraged
to go to therapy

to address the concern



responseresponse

the organization launches
a quarterly survey to

measure workplace culture

the organization foots the bill 
when two employees 

who do not know each other 
get lunch for the first time

what you see what you see

the employee’s
productivity has dropped

by twenty percent

the employee is
getting into arguments

with coworkers



what you see

what you see

what you see

what you see

the employee’s
productivity has dropped

by sixty percent

the employee is
transitioning into

a new position

the employee is
missing their deadlines

the employee is
doing their job well



what you seewhat you see

what you see

the employee does
not communicate well

with coworkers

the employee does
not seem to care
about their work

the employee is
falling asleep at work

tools
towards

trust

practice difficult
workplace conversations
about trauma, behavior,

accomodations, and support


